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Abstract. We investigate three-flat calibration methods based on rota-
tional symmetry and mirror symmetry for absolute interferometric flat-
ness measurements of circular flats in the presence of deformations
caused by the support mechanism for the flats, which are a significant
problem for large, heavy flats. We show that the mirror-symmetric com-
ponent of the mounting-induced deformation can be determined by com-
paring flat test solutions based on mirror symmetry and on rotational
symmetry, when the flats have identical deformations. We also describe
a novel solution to the three-flat problem for three flats with identical
mounting-induced deformations. In the new three-flat solution, the flat
deformation is calculated along with the wavefront flatness errors for the
three flats. Formulas for the uncertainty of three-flat test solutions are
derived.
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Introduction

nterferometric figure metrology is a form of length metrol-
gy in which the distance, or more often distance variation,
etween a surface under test and a reference surface is mea-
ured at many locations on the surfaces simultaneously. Co-
erent light with a known wavelength serves as the length
cale for the distance measurements. Phase-measuring two-
eam interferometers have become widely used workhorses
or form measurements of precision surfaces with low un-
ertainty. With increasing spread of interferometric metrol-
gy and increasing demand for low measurement uncer-
ainties, interferometer calibration, which requires the
eparation of the form errors of the reference and test sur-
aces, has become a central problem of interferometric fig-
re metrology. Efficient and well-understood methods for
nterferometer calibration are important to realize the po-
ential of interferometry for measurements with uncertain-
ies at and below the nanometer level. The past three de-
ades have seen a gradual development of new methods,
alled absolute tests, for interferometer calibration, which
arallels the development and adoption of interferometry.
or the calibration of interferometers for measuring flatness
rrors, absolute tests known as full-aperture three-flat tests
ave largely superseded earlier calibration methods such as
iquid-mirror flatness standards.1–3

A schematic overview of a Fizeau interferometer, and
he arrangement of the reference surface SR�x ,y� and the
est surface ST�x ,y�, are shown in Fig. 1. A collimated
eam, possibly containing some aberrations caused by the
llumination optics, is sent to a transmission flat with refer-
nce surface SR, where a fraction of the beam is reflected,
hile the remainder travels through the flat to the test sur-
091-3286/2007/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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face. The reflected wave carries information about the flat-
ness error of the reference surface to the detector. The
transmitted fraction of the beam, which carries the same
information as the reference beam, is partially reflected
back by the test surface ST, where it picks up information
about the flatness error of the test surface. When the return-
ing wave passes through the reference surface, the original
contribution of the reference surface to the flatness error of
the wavefront is subtracted, if the interferometer is cor-
rectly aligned to minimize the number of fringes. The re-
flected waves travel superimposed to the detector, where
the surfaces are imaged and the combined flatness error of
test and reference wavefronts is measured. In the coordi-
nate system of the interferometer, the combined wavefront
W�x ,y� is

W�x,y� = WR�− x,y� + WT�x,y� , �1�

where WR�−x ,y� stands for the wavefront reflected by the
reference flat, and WT�x ,y� for the wavefront reflected by
the test surface. We assume that reference and test flats are
circular with diameter d and therefore x2+y2�d2 /4. The
origin of the coordinate system is at the center of the flats.
�It must be borne in mind that Eq. �1� describes an idealized
interferometer. In many real interferometers, stray wave-
fronts from surfaces other than reference and test surfaces
reach the detector and affect the measurements. The
consequences—for example, hot spots and ghost fringes—
will increase the measurement uncertainty.� In a Fizeau in-
terferometer, the flatness error of the surface, S�x ,y�, is half
of the wavefront error W�x ,y�:

S�x,y� =
1

W�x,y� . �2�

2
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The interferometer compares flats in pairs, and the pur-
ose of a flat test is a determination of the flatness error of
ach flat from pairwise comparisons of at least three flats.
or example, three flats A, B, and C can be compared using

he measurement sequence �BA, CA, CB�. In this paper we
se the convention that the first letter in a pair such as BA
efers to the reference flat, the second to the test flat. The
esults of the three measurements, which have the same
orm as Eq. �1�, can be written in a matrix equation as
ollows:

W1�x,y�
W2�x,y�
W3�x,y�

� = �1 0 1 0

1 0 0 1

0 1 0 1
��

WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�

WB�− x,y�
WC�− x,y�

� . �3�

n this equation, WA, WB, and WC are the wavefronts re-
ected by the three flats, and W1, W2, and W3 are the mea-

ig. 1 �a� Schematic overview of a Fizeau interferometer. Light
mitted by a light source �LS� is collimated and illuminates a refer-
nce flat �RF� and a test flat �TF�. A beamsplitter �BS� directs a
raction of the return beams to the imaging arm of the interferometer.
he illumination optical path is indicated with continuous lines;
ashed lines indicate the imaging optical path. �b� The coordinate
ystems we use for the reference surface SR and the test surface
T. The coordinate system of the interferometer is indicated with
old arrows.
urements of the combined wavefront errors.
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In this paper, we concentrate on the effect of deforma-
tions caused by the mechanical support for vertically
mounted flats on the solutions of the three-flat problem. For
small flats, mounting-induced deformations may be negli-
gible, but the form error of large, heavy flats will usually be
affected by the support mechanism for the flats. Section 2 is
a concise overview of methods for solving the three-flat
problem. This is followed by a discussion of the effect of
mounting-induced deformations on the flat test solutions.
Section 4 contains numerical simulations of three-flat tests
to illustrate their performance in the presence of mounting-
induced deformations of the flats. We then discuss, in Sec.
5, a practical implementation of three-flat tests for the cali-
bration of 325-mm reference flats for use with XCALIBIR
�“Extremely Accurate Calibration Interferometer”� at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology �NIST�. Fi-
nally, in Sec. 6, we discuss the measurement uncertainty of
three-flat tests and derive formulas for the calculation of the
uncertainty of three-flat test solutions.

2 A Summary of Three-Flat Tests

We now show how to solve the three-flat equation �3�, in a
way that emphasizes the general structure of the solutions.
In subsequent sections, we then describe specific solutions
based on two different symmetries. The three-flat equation
�3� can only be solved for points on the y axis,4 because, in
general, W�x ,y��W�−x ,y� and the matrix in Eq. �3� is
rank-deficient. However, a partial solution for Eq. �3� can
be found by splitting every wavefront W�x ,y� in Eq. �3�
into a component I�x ,y� that is invariant under reflections
at the y axis �I�x ,y�= I�−x ,y� for all y� and a residuum
V�x ,y�:

W�x,y� = I�x,y� + V�x,y� . �4�

We call V�x ,y� the variant component of W�x ,y�. When the
wavefronts in Eq. �3� are split according to Eq. �4�, two
equations for I�x ,y� and V�x ,y� result. If solutions for
I�x ,y� and V�x ,y� can be found, the sum of those solutions
is a solution of Eq. �3�. For the component I�x ,y�, the num-
ber of unknowns in Eq. �3� is reduced by one:

�I1�x,y�
I3�x,y�
I4�x,y�

� = �1 1 0

1 0 1

0 1 1
��IA�x,y�

IB�x,y�
IC�x,y�

� . �5�

Unlike in Eq. �3�, the measurements are now numbered as
in Fig. 2 to make room for an additional measurement,
which are needed below. The coefficient matrix of Eq. �5�
has an inverse, and the invariant components IA, IB, and IC
of the three-flat test solutions can be expressed in terms of
the invariant components I1, I3 and I4 of the measurements:

�IA�x,y�
IB�x,y�
IC�x,y�

� =
1

2� 1 1 − 1

1 − 1 1

− 1 1 1
��I1�x,y�

I3�x,y�
I4�x,y�

� . �6�
For the variant wavefront components V�x ,y�, the equation

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�2
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V1�x,y�
V3�x,y�
V4�x,y�

� = �1 0 1 0

1 0 0 1

0 1 0 1
��

VA�x,y�
VB�x,y�

VB�− x,y�
VC�− x,y�

� , �7�

ust be solved, which has the same number of variables as
q. �3�. A solution for this equation can only be found
hen one of the unknown variables is determined with an

dditional measurement. Since it does not matter which of
he variables on the right side of Eq. �7� is determined, we
ssume that, in some way, a measurement of the variant
avefront component VB�−x ,y� of reference flat B, is
ade:

2�x,y� = VB�− x,y� . �8�

his measurement is included with the measurements in
q. �7�:

V1�x,y�
V2�x,y�
V3�x,y�
V4�x,y�

� =�
1 0 1 0

0 0 1 0

1 0 0 1

0 1 0 1
��

VA�x,y�
VB�x,y�

VB�− x,y�
VC�− x,y�

� . �9�

he inverse of the matrix in Eq. �9� exists, and the equation
an be solved for the variant wavefront components of the

ig. 2 Measurement sequence �BA, BAR, CA, CB� for the compari-
on of three flats A, B, and C. In the second measurement the
zimuthal average, or rotation average, of flat A is measured
gainst reference flat B �see Section 2.3�.
ats:

ptical Engineering 093601-
�
VA�x,y�
VB�x,y�

VB�− x,y�
VC�− x,y�

� =�
1 − 1 0 0

1 − 1 − 1 1

0 1 0 0

− 1 1 1 0
��

V1�x,y�
V2�x,y�
V3�x,y�
V4�x,y�

� . �10�

This equation contains two solutions for the variant com-
ponent VB. One of the solutions is simply the measurement
in Eq. �8�. When this solution and the solution for VC are
reflected at the y axis, one obtains

VB�x,y� = V2�− x,y� ,
�11�

VC�x,y� = − V1�− x,y� + V2�− x,y� + V3�− x,y� .

These equations can then be combined with the solution for
VA into one matrix equation:

�VA�x,y�
VB�x,y�
VC�x,y�

� = �1 − 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 − 1 1 1
��

V1�x,y�
V2�x,y�

V1�− x,y�
V2�− x,y�
V3�− x,y�

� . �12�

Finally, the solutions for the invariant and variant compo-
nents can be added �Eq. �4��, which results in a general
solution for the wavefront flatness errors of all three flats in
terms of reflection invariant Ik�x ,y� and variant residuals
Vk�x ,y� of the measured wavefronts:

�WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�
WC�x,y�

� =
1

2� 1 1 − 1 2 − 2 0 0 0

1 − 1 1 0 0 0 2 0

− 1 1 1 0 0 − 2 2 2
�

��
I1�x,y�
I3�x,y�
I4�x,y�
V1�x,y�
V2�x,y�

V1�− x,y�
V2�− x,y�
V3�− x,y�

� . �13�

In the following two sections, decompositions of wave-
fronts as in Eq. �4� based on mirror symmetry and rotation
symmetry are discussed and the resulting solutions of the
three-flat test are summarized.

2.1 Test Solutions Based on Mirror Symmetry

The condition W�−x ,y�=W�x ,y� characterizes functions
that are symmetric under reflection in the y axis. We define
a reflection operator �·�x, which mirrors a wavefront W�x ,y�

in the y axis:

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�3
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x�x,y� =
def

�W�x,y��x =
def

W�− x,y� . �14�

or any given wavefront W�x ,y�, the reflection operator
an be used to construct a wavefront that is invariant under
eflection in the y axis:

e =
def1

2
�W + Wx� . �15�

rom here on we omit function arguments when the mean-
ng of an equation is clear without them. We call We the
-even component of wavefront W, which can now be writ-
en as

= We + Wo, �16�

here Wo is the difference between W and We, which we
all the x-odd component of W. It follows that

o =
def

W − We =
1

2
�W − Wx� , �17�

nd from Eq. �17� it follows that the x-odd wavefront com-
onent Wo is antisymmetric:

Wo�x = − Wo. �18�

It is also possible to devise flat tests based on mirror
ymmetry using decompositions of wavefronts into compo-
ents with two symmetry lines.5,6 In this paper, we limit the
iscussion of solutions based on mirror symmetry to the
eflection in the y axis only.

The general form of the flat test solutions is the same as
q. �13�. When the measured wavefronts W1 , . . . ,W4 are
ritten as sums of x-even and x-odd components, a single

quation for the wavefront flatness errors for all flats in
erms of x-even and x-odd functions results:

WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�
WC�x,y�

� =
1

2� 1 1 − 1 2 − 2 0

1 − 1 1 0 − 2 0

− 1 1 1 2 − 2 − 2
�

��
W1

e�x,y�
W3

e�x,y�
W4

e�x,y�
W1

o�x,y�
W2

o�x,y�
W3

o�x,y�
� . �19�

In many cases, three-flat test solutions are not unique.
or example, an alternative solution to Eq. �19� can be
ound easily. When the antisymmetry of the x-odd wave-
ronts is taken into account, the following equation for the

-odd wavefronts follows from Eq. �9�:

ptical Engineering 093601-
�20�

This system of equations is overdetermined, and the matrix
C in Eq. �20� cannot be inverted. However, its pseudoin-
verse, �CTC�−1CT, exists and can be used to obtain the
least-squares solution for the x-odd wavefront components:

�WA
o�x,y�

WB
o�x,y�

WC
o �x,y�

� =
1

3�2 − 3 1 − 1

0 − 3 0 0

1 − 3 − 1 − 2
��

W1
o�x,y�

W2
o�x,y�

W3
o�x,y�

W4
o�x,y�

� . �21�

This solution for the x-odd wavefront components can be
added to the solution for the x-even components, Eq. �6�,
which results in the following three-flat test solution:

�WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�
WC�x,y�

� =
1

6� 3 3 − 3 4 − 6 2 − 2

3 − 3 3 0 − 6 0 0

− 3 3 3 2 − 6 − 2 − 4
�

��
W1

e�x,y�
W3

e�x,y�
W4

e�x,y�
W1

o�x,y�
W2

o�x,y�
W3

o�x,y�
W4

o�x,y�

� . �22�

We return to Eq. �22� in the section on uncertainty �Sec. 6�.

2.2 A Test Solution Based on Continuous Rotation
Symmetry

A subspace of reflection-invariant functions consists of
those invariant under continuous rotations. The use of
rotation-invariant functions for solving the three-flat prob-
lem was first described by Küchel.7 For every wavefront
W�r ,��, in polar coordinates, a rotation-symmetric function
can be derived by averaging W�r ,�� in the azimuthal di-
rection. The azimuthal average, or rotation average, of
W�r ,�� is defined as

WR�r� =
def 1

2�
�

0

2�

W�r,�� d� . �23�

The integral on the right-hand side of Eq. �23� can be
thought of as an operator �·�R,

�·�R =
def 1

2�
�

0

2�

· d� , �24�

which we call the azimuthal averaging operator. Applying

the azimuthal averaging operator to a wavefront W�r ,��

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�4
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emoves the rotationally varying component of the wave-
ront. Similar to Eq. �16�, any wavefront W can thus be
ritten as the sum of a rotation-invariant component and a

omponent that changes under rotations:

= WR + � , �25�

here � is the difference of W and WR. The definition of
he azimuthal average implies that the rotationally variant
avefront component � has an azimuthal average of zero8:

��R = �W�R − �WR�R = �W�R − �W�R = 0. �26�

When the measured wavefronts W1 , . . . ,W4 are broken
p into rotation-nvariant and -variant components and are
nserted into Eq. �13�, it becomes an equation for the wave-
ront flatness errors for all three flats in terms of rotation-
nvariant and -variant components of the measurements:

WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�
WC�x,y�

� =
1

2� 1 1 − 1 2 − 2 0 0 0

1 − 1 1 0 0 0 2 0

− 1 1 1 0 0 − 2 2 2
�

��
W1

R�x,y�
W3

R�x,y�
W4

R�x,y�
�1�x,y�
�2�x,y�

�1�− x,y�
�2�− x,y�
�3�− x,y�

� . �27�

.3 How to Measure ΩB and WB
o

n the derivation of the three-flat test solutions in Eqs. �27�,
19�, and �22� we assumed that the variant flatness error
omponent of reference flat B in Eq. �7� is determined in a
eparate measurement. For the solution based on rotation
ymmetry �Eq. �27��, �B�−x ,y�, or �B

x , must be measured,
nd for the solution based on mirror symmetry it is the
avefront component WB

o�−x ,y�, or �WB
x �o, that must be

easured. It is easily seen that the measurement

2 = WB
x + WA − �A = WB

x + WA
R, �28�

n which the azimuthal average of flat A is measured
gainst reference flat B, can be used to determine the vari-
nt wavefront components of reference flat B for both types
f flat test. When the variant wavefront components for
otation symmetry and mirror symmetry are calculated
rom Eq. �28�, it follows that

2 = �B
x �29�

nd

2
o = �WB

x �o. �30�

hese are the wavefront components that are needed to
olve Eq. �7� for the cases of rotational symmetry �Eq. �29��

nd mirror symmetry �Eq. �30��.
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There are two ways of realizing the measurement in Eq.
�28�. Either a measurement of �A is made, which is then
subtracted from the measurement W1, or a procedure to
directly measure reference flat B against the azimuthal av-
erage of flat A is used. In a seminal paper, Parks9 describes
the rotational shearing, or rotational differencing, method
for calculating �A. This is done by making two measure-
ments of flat A against reference flat B, where flat A is
rotated by an angle � in the second measurement. If W�
and W� denote the two measurements and �·�� is an opera-
tor that rotates a wavefront by an angle �, then

W� = WB
x + WA = WB

x + WA
R + �A,

�31�
W� = WB

x + �WA�� = WB
x + WA

R + ��A��.

Subtracting the first equation from the second, and defining

	�r ,�� =
def

W��r ,��−W��r ,��, results in a difference equa-
tion for the rotationally variant component of the rotated
flat,

��A�� − �A = 	 . �32�

The difference equation can be written in polar coordinates
as

�A�r,� − �� − �A�r,�� = 	�r,�� . �33�

We now briefly outline the method of solving Eq. �33� to
explain how the flat test solutions in the following sections
were calculated. The reader is referred to the original lit-
erature for the details. The difference equation �33� can be
solved by expanding �A and 	 into series of complete,
orthogonal functions on the unit disk and solving the result-
ing algebraic equation for the coefficients, or “frequencies”,
of the series. Well-known basis functions on the unit disk
are Zernike functions,10 harmonic functions,11 or, when the
unit disk is discretized in the radial direction into a set of
concentric circles,12,13 trigonometric functions. In the flat
test solutions of Parks9 and Fritz14 �A and 	 are expressed
as Zernike series:

�A�
,�� = �
n=0

�

�
l=−n

n

onlRn
	l	�
�eil�,

�34�

	�
,�� = �
n=0

�

�
l=−n

n

dnlRn
	l	�
�eil�,

where 
 is the dimensionless normalized radius ranging
from 0 at the center to 1 at the edge of the flat. The func-
tions Rn

	l	�
� are polynomials in 
. Equation �33� can be
rewritten using Eq. �34� as

�
n=0

�

�
l=−n

n

�onl�e−il� − 1� − dnl�Rn
	l	�
�eil� = 0. �35�

For Eq. �35� to hold, the coefficients in the square brackets
must be zero for all n and l, because the Zernike polyno-

mials are orthogonal. The result is a relation that allows the

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�5
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oefficients of �A to be calculated from the coefficients of
he measured quantity 	:

nl =
dnl

exp�− il�� − 1
. �36�

hus, the rotationally variant component �A can be calcu-
ated from the difference 	=W�−W�, as long as none of
he denominators in Eq. �36� is zero. Using the relation
xp�−i��=−1, it is easily seen that the denominator in Eq.
36� vanishes when l� is equal to a multiple of �. A rota-
ion angle that is an integer fraction of the full circle would
e a poor choice, because it would lead to a large number
f singular terms in the series for �A. Even with a better
hoice of �, Eq. �36� can be near-singular for some n , l,
hich amplifies the uncertainties in the coefficients dnl for

hose terms. This, in turn, causes large uncertainties in the
oefficients onl. The solution to this problem is to use more
han one angle of rotation.12,15 Any choice of rotation angle

must lead to the same set of coefficients onl. This sug-
ests that the calculation of the coefficients onlcan be im-
roved by choosing M incommensurate rotation angles �k
nstead of one rotation angle, and calculating the coeffi-
ients using a weighted average

nl = �
k=1

M

wk
dk,nl

exp�− il�k� − 1
, �37�

here dk,nl are the coefficients of 	 for the rotation angle
k. The normalized weights

k =
	exp�− il�k� − 1	2

�k=1

M
	exp�− il�k� − 1	2

�38�

educe the contributions from near-singular terms in Eq.
37�, because those terms have the smallest weights. It has
lso been shown that the choice of weights in Eq. �38� is
ptimal for data affected by Gaussian noise with zero
ean.12

For reasons of symmetry, harmonic functions on the unit
isk11 have the same angular dependence as Zernike func-
ions. The functions �A and 	 can be expanded into series
f orthogonal harmonic functions:

A�
,�� = �
n=0

�

�
l=−n

n

onlJl�2�
�nl�eil�, �39�

here Jl is the l�th-order Bessel function of the first kind.
he scaling factors �nl, which ensure that the harmonic

unctions are orthogonal on the unit disk, are the positive
�th roots of the derivatives dJl�2�
� /d
=0. Harmonic se-
ies can be used for solving Eq. �33� in the same way as
ernike series. Unlike Zernike polynomials of high orders,
armonic functions of high orders do not have large deriva-
ives near the unit circle, which makes harmonic functions
etter suited than Zernike functions to describe a wavefront
hen a large number of terms are needed.
Finally, the circular area of the flats can be construed as

family of concentric, one-dimensional azimuthal profiles.
he sets of azimuthal profiles for �A and 	, for a fixed
adius r can be expanded into a Fourier series:

ptical Engineering 093601-
�A
r ��� = �

l=−�

�

ole
il�, �40�

which, again, has the same angular dependence as Zernike
and harmonic functions. Equation �33� is solved for each
concentric circle. This approach, used by Bourgeois et al.13

and Freischlad,12 is mathematically equivalent to the use of
Zernike series, but has the great advantage of numerical
economy, because there is currently no equivalent to the
fast Fourier transform for Zernike series or harmonic series.
The other—related—advantage of the Fourier series ap-
proach is that the Fourier transform of a sampled azimuthal
profile contains all the information that is present in the
profile. Zernike and harmonic series usally must be trun-
cated before the coefficients contain all the information
present in the data, or their calculation becomes too time-
consuming.

The second approach to realizing the measurement W2
in Eq. �28� is the N-position averaging method described by
Evans and Kestner,8,16,17 which directly approximates the
measurement of reference flat B against the azimuthal av-
erage of flat A. In it, N measurements of flat A against
reference flat B are averaged, and after each of the mea-
surements, flat A is rotated by an angle �=2� /N:

�41�

For realistic wavefronts, the average term on the right-hand
side of Eq. �41� converges to zero with increasing N, in an
approximation of Eq. �26�.8,16,18 When the N-position
method is implemented, N must be chosen large enough to
ensure that the flatness error of flat A contains only a neg-
ligible component with N-fold rotational symmetry and the
azimuthal average is approximated within the intended un-
certainty. The N-position averaging method thus requires a
priori knowledge about the flatness errors of the parts un-
der test, which is not required in the rotational differencing
method.

Up to now, we have shown that the three-flat problem
can be solved when a measurement is made in which at
least one flat is rotated. From a mathematical point of view,
a measurement involving a rotated flat �see Eq. �28�� is not
the only one that can be made to solve the three-flat equa-
tions. Instead, reference flat B can be measured against the
reflection-symmetric component of test flat A as follows:

W2 = WB
x + WA − WA

o = WB
x + WA

e . �42�

When the x-odd component is calculated from Eq. �42�, the
result is

W2
o = �WB

x �o. �43�

The measurement of Eq. �42� can be used to find a solution
for the three-flat problem based on mirror symmetry. It can
be realized by averaging two measurements of reference
flat B against flat A where in one of the measurements flat
A is reflected physically in the y axis. Alternatively, the two

measurements can be subtracted, which yields the x-odd

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�6
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omponent of the flatness error of flat A. In practice, the
eflection of a flat surface in the y axis is not possible,
ecause optical flats are not idealized mathematical planes
ut thick plates of glass. When flat A is reflected in the y
xis by rotating it about the y axis by an angle of �, the
eflected surface must be measured through the bulk of flat
, which introduces an unknown measurement error. This

s the reason for the central role of the azimuthal average in
olving the three-flat problem.

Mounting-Induced Deformations
he form errors caused by the support mechanism of the
ats are a long-standing problem in interferometric flatness
etrology, especially for large, heavy flats. Deformations

ead to a problem in the measurement W2 of the measure-
ent sequence in Fig. 2, because deformations due to the
echanical support of a flat will, in good approximation,

emain stationary when the flat is rotated. This can lead to a
ignificant error in the measurement W2, which, in turn,
ffects the three-flat solutions for all flats. In this section we
how that the mounting-induced deformation of the flats
an be determined together with the flatness errors of the
ats.

Some simplifying assumptions must be made to make
he problem tractable. First, we assume that all flats are
ounted in the same way, which leads to identical defor-
ations D�x ,y�, and we assume that the deformation is

ndependent of the rotation angle of the flats. When the
quations for the measurements in the sequence �BA, BAR,
A, CB�, shown in Fig. 2, are rewritten to include the de-

ormation, D, the result is

1
˜ �x,y� = WB

x + Dx + WA + D = WB
x + WA + 2De,

2
˜ �x,y� = WB

x + Dx + WA
R + D = WB

x + WA
R + 2De,

�44�
3

˜ �x,y� = WC
x + Dx + WA + D = WC

x + WA + 2De,

4
˜ �x,y� = WC

x + Dx + WB + D = WC
x + WB + 2De.

he tilde is used to distinguish wavefront measurements
ncluding a deformation term from the measurements in Eq.
3�, in which the deformation was neglected. Equation �44�
hows that only the x-even component of the deformation,

e, remains in the measurements, because the x-odd com-
onents cancel out. This has an important practical conse-
uence: when the mechanical support for the flats imparts a
eformation with an x-odd component, this cannot be de-
ected in a pairwise comparison of the flats. The flat mount
ust be designed to ensure that any deformation it imparts

o the flats is purely x-even. An example is the mount
hown in Fig. 8 �Sec. 5�, which is symmetric with respect
o a vertical line through the center of the flat. In the fol-
owing we assume that D�x ,y� is an x-even function. In
ddition, we assume that the azimuthal average of D�x ,y�
s zero: �D�R=0, because a rotation-invariant deformation
annot be distinguished from the rotation-invariant flatness

rror component of the flats.

ptical Engineering 093601-
It is instructive to compare flat test solutions based on
mirror symmetry and rotational symmetry when mounting-
induced distortions of the flats are present. We first consider
the effect of a deformation on the flat test solutions based

on mirror symmetry. When measurements W1
˜ , . . . ,W4

˜ ,
which include the deformation, are used in Eq. �19� to cal-
culate the solutions for the wavefront flatness errors of flats
A, B, and C, the flat test solutions are

�WA
˜ �x,y�

WB
˜ �x,y�

WC
˜ �x,y�

�
x

= �WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�
WC�x,y�

�
x

+ �D�x,y�
D�x,y�
D�x,y�

� . �45�

The subscript x denotes solutions based on mirror symme-
try. The same result is obtained for the solution Eq. �22�.
The deformation of the flats is contained in the solutions for
the wavefront flatness error of the three flats. In the same
way, using Eq. �27�, solutions for the deformed flats based
on rotational symmetry are derived:

�WA
˜ �x,y�

WB
˜ �x,y�

WC
˜ �x,y�

�
R

= �WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�
WC�x,y�

�
R

+ �2 − 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 0

0 0 − 2 2 2
�

��
D�x,y�
D�x,y�
D�x,y�
D�x,y�
D�x,y�

� . �46�

The subscript R denotes solutions based on rotational sym-
metry. Unlike the solutions based on mirror symmetry �Eqs.
�19� and �22��, the flat test solutions based on rotational
symmetry �Eq. �27�� do not always include the deforma-
tion. For example, in the case of the measurement sequence
in Fig. 2, the solution for the deformed flat A, which was
rotated in the test, does not contain the deformation. It is
the same as the solution for the undeformed flat, because
D�x ,y� is purely rotationally variant and the deformation
terms cancel out in the solution for flat A �see Eq. �46��. For
this measurement sequence, the difference of the flat-test
solutions for flat A based on mirror symmetry and rota-
tional symmetry is the deformation D�x ,y�.

It is also possible to derive a three-flat solution in closed
form, in which the deformation is determined along with
flatness errors for the three flats, and which is based on
mirror symmetry only. The introduction of a new variable,
D�x ,y�, means that the measurement sequence
�BA ,BAR ,CA ,CB� will not have a solution, and at least one
additional measurement must be added to the measurement
sequence. One obvious choice is to rotate a second flat, for
example flat B, and add the measurement CBR to the se-
quence. The equation describing this measurement is

W = WC
x + WB

R + 2D . �47�

It contains two deformation terms for flats B and C. Equa-
R
tion �47� also introduces another variable, WB. This means

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�7
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hat one more measurement must be added to the measure-
ent sequence. For the second additional measurement we

eturn to the measurement W2. In this measurement, flat A
as rotated to remove the rotationally variant component of
at A from the measurement of test flat A against reference
at B. We now rotate this measurement back to the original
rientation of flat A. This has the effect of rotating the
otationally variant component of flat B and the deforma-
ion terms for both flats. These terms can then either be
veraged out or be calculated using a difference equation.
he resulting wavefront is

= WB
R + WA, �48�

hich does not contain a deformation term. The measure-
ent sequence now consists of six measurements:

BA ,BAR ,BA−R ,CA ,CB ,CBR�. The notation BA−R is used
o indicate the reverse azimuthal averaging that leads to Eq.
48�. The three-flat equation for this sequence is

W1�x,y�
W2�x,y�
W3�x,y�
W4�x,y�
W5�x,y�
W6�x,y�

� =�
1 0 1 0 0 0 2

0 0 1 0 1 0 2

1 0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 2

0 1 0 1 0 0 2

0 0 0 1 0 1 2

��
WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�

WB�− x,y�
WC�− x,y�

WA
R

WB
R

D�x,y�

� .

�49�

his equation can be solved following a procedure de-
cribed elsewhere.18 First, the vector on the right-hand side
f Eq. �49� is split into x-even and x-odd components:

WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�

WB�− x,y�
WC�− x,y�

WA
R

WB
R

D�x,y�

� =�
WA

e �x,y�
WB

e �x,y�
WB

e �x,y�
WC

e �x,y�
WA

R

WB
R

D�x,y�

� +�
WA

o�x,y�
WB

o�x,y�
− WB

o�x,y�
− WC

o �x,y�
0

0

0

� . �50�

he resulting equation for the x-even components is

W1
e�x,y�

W2
e�x,y�

W3
e�x,y�

W4
e�x,y�

W5
e�x,y�

W6
e�x,y�

� =�
1 1 0 0 0 2

0 1 0 1 0 2

1 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 0 2

0 1 1 0 0 2

0 0 1 0 1 2

��
WA

e �x,y�
WB

e �x,y�
WC

e �x,y�
WA

R

WB
R

D�x,y�
� . �51�

he solution of Eq. �51� for the x-even components is
ptical Engineering 093601-
�
WA

e �x,y�
WB

e �x,y�
WC

e �x,y�
WA

R

WB
R

D�x,y�
� =

1

2�
0 0 1 1 0 − 1

0 0 1 − 1 2 − 1

− 2 0 1 1 2 − 1

− 2 2 1 1 0 − 1

0 0 1 − 1 0 1

1 0 − 1 0 − 1 1

�
��

W1
e�x,y�

W2
e�x,y�

W3
e�x,y�

W4
e�x,y�

W5
e�x,y�

W6
e�x,y�

� . �52�

For the x-odd wavefront components one obtains the
equation

�
W1

o�x,y�
W2

o�x,y�
W3

o�x,y�
W4

o�x,y�
W5

o�x,y�
W6

o�x,y�
� =�

1 − 1 0

0 − 1 0

1 0 0

1 0 − 1

0 1 − 1

0 0 − 1

��WA
o�x,y�

WB
o�x,y�

WC
o �x,y�

� , �53�

which can be solved using the pseudoinverse of the coeffi-
cient matrix in Eq. �53�:

�WA
o�x,y�

WB
o�x,y�

WC
o �x,y�

� =
1

4�1 − 1 2 1 0 − 1

1 − 2 1 0 1 − 1

0 − 1 1 − 1 − 1 − 2
��

W1
o�x,y�

W2
o�x,y�

W3
o�x,y�

W4
o�x,y�

W5
o�x,y�

W6
o�x,y�

� .

�54�

The solutions for the x-even and x-odd components can
now be combined into a single equation for the wavefront
flatness errors of the three undeformed flats and the
mounting-induced deformation in terms of x-even and
x-odd components of the measurements W1 . . .W6:
September 2007/Vol. 46�9�8
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WA�x,y�
WB�x,y�
WC�x,y�
D�x,y�

� =
1

4�
0 2 2 0 − 2 1 − 1 2 1 0 − 1

0 2 − 2 4 − 2 − 1 − 2 1 0 1 − 1

− 4 2 2 4 − 2 0 − 1 1 − 1 − 1 − 2

2 − 2 0 − 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
��

W1
e�x,y�

W3
e�x,y�

W4
e�x,y�

W5
e�x,y�

W6
e�x,y�

W1
o�x,y�

W2
o�x,y�

W3
o�x,y�

W4
o�x,y�

W5
o�x,y�

W6
o�x,y�

� . �55�
Numerical Simulations
e simulated the three-flat tests described in Secs. 2 and 3

o illustrate the effect of mounting-induced distortions on
at test solutions. In Fig. 3 the simulated wavefront flatness
rrors for three flats are shown, which were generated using
ernike polynomials. With these flatness errors, the mea-
urement sequence �BA, BAR, CA, CB� of Fig. 2 was simu-
ated. Then, the flat-test solutions based on rotational sym-
etry and mirror symmetry and described in Sec. 2 were

alculated. For both symmetries, the rotationally invariant
omponent of flat A was calculated with n-position averag-
ng and rotational differencing using three rotation angles
f 2.9, 13, and 57 deg for flat A. Figure 4 shows the test
esults for flat A in the absence of noise and measurement
rrors. The first column of maps in Fig. 4 are the solutions
or flat A, which were calculated with Eq. �19�. The super-
cript x is used throughout the paper to identify solutions
ased on mirror symmetry. In the two solutions with sub-
cript np, n-position averaging was used to calculate the
otationally variant component �A of flat A; for the solution
ith subscript rd, the difference equation �33� was solved.
he top row contains solutions that were calculated with
1-position averaging. The rightmost two columns of Fig. 4
how the difference between the solutions and the known
atness error in Fig. 3. The solutions using 21-position av-
Fig. 3 Simulated flatness errors of three flats A, B, and C.

ptical Engineering 093601-
eraging are indistinguishable from those calculated with the
rotational differencing method in the bottom row of Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows the effect of mounting-induced deforma-
tions on the flat-test solutions. We assumed that all three
flats are subject to the deformation shown in the bottom
right corner of Fig. 5. The deformation was obtained by
calculating an x-even function—again using Zernike
polynomials—which may reasonably be caused by support-
ing the flat at two points and clamping it at the top. The
resulting flat test solutions based on mirror symmetry and
rotational symmetry for flat A are shown in Fig. 5. The
second column contains solutions based on rotational sym-
metry, which are identical to the undeformed flatness errors
�see Eq. �46��. This is evident in the last column, which
compares the solutions based on rotational symmetry with
the true form of flat A shown in Fig. 3. In the first column
are the corresponding solutions based on mirror symmetry.
These solutions differ from the true form of the flat by the
deformation �see Eq. �45��.

Figure 6 illustrates the flat test solution in Eq. �55�. The
measurement sequence �BA, BAR, BA−R, CA, CB, CBR� was
simulated using the flatness errors shown in Fig. 3 and the
deformation shown in Fig. 5. The undeformed flat solu-
tions, which were calculated with Eq. �55�, are shown in
the top row of Fig. 6 along with the solution for the
mounting-induced deformation.

5 Measurements
We now demonstrate the three-flat tests of Sec. 2 with the
calibration of reference flats for XCALIBIR at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology �NIST�. XCALIBIR
is a multiconfiguration interferometer that can be set up as
a Fizeau interferometer with a collimated test beam of
300-mm diameter. A solid model of the interferometer in
this configuration is shown in Fig. 7. The interferometer is
built on a granite table to minimize seismic vibrations.
Source and imaging optics are set up on an elevated optical
breadboard to create sufficient clearance for the testing of
larger optics. Light from a tunable, single-frequency diode
laser is delivered to the interferometer with optical fibers. A
wavemeter references the laser wavelength to the known

wavelength of either a helium-neon laser or a spectral line

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�9
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Fig. 4 Three-flat test solutions for flat A without mounting-induced errors using 21-position averaging
�top row� and rotational differencing �bottom row�. The superscript x indicates a solution based on
mirror symmetry; a superscript r one based on rotational symmetry. A subscript np indicates that
n-position averaging was used; a subscript rd, that rotation differencing was used.
Fig. 5 Numerical simulation of three-flat tests in the presence of errors introduced by the mounting of
the flats. The three-flat solutions for flat A based on mirror symmetry �Eq. �19�� and rotational symme-

try �Eq. �27�� are shown. The assumed mounting-induced error is shown in the bottom right corner.

ptical Engineering September 2007/Vol. 46�9�093601-10
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f a neon glow discharge, and thus establishes traceability
o the SI unit of length. An off-axis parabolic mirror colli-
ates the central portion of the light cone, which is emitted

y the optical fiber and creates a collimated beam parallel
o the top surface of the granite table. A beam expander,
onsisting of an f/4 diverger lens �DL in Fig. 7� and an f/4
ollimator lens �CL�, creates a collimated test beam with
ust above 300-mm diameter. XCALIBIR is equipped with

set of three fused-silica flats with a diameter of 325 mm
nd a thickness of 64 mm. The test flat �TF� is installed on
mount that can be piezomechanically phase-shifted. The

eturn beams from the reference flat �RF� and test flat �TF�
re directed to the imaging arm of the interferometer by a

ig. 6 Numerical simulation of three-flat test solution in Eq. �55�.
he six measurements of the sequence �BA, BAR, BA−R, CA, CB,
BR� are solved for the flatness errors of the undeformed flats and

he deformation D. The solutions are compared with the known flat-
ess errors in Fig. 3 in the second row.

ig. 7 XCALIBIR interferometer in Fizeau configuration with colli-
ated test beam and 300-mm aperture. The main components of

he interferometer, from left to right, are: breadboard with light
ource, imaging optics, camera �CA�, diverger lens �DL�, collimator

ens �CL�, reference flat �RF�, and test flat �TF�.

ptical Engineering 093601-1
beamsplitter on the optical breadboard. The camera of
XCALIBIR has 1024�1024 pixels which corresponds to a
spatial resolution of about 0.3 mm for the 300-mm aperture
when the image detector is nearly filled.

A critical aspect of interferometric flatness metrology is
the mounting of the test and reference flats. A mount should
not distort the flat in an unpredictable way, and the flat must
not deform when it is unmounted and then remounted or, as
is necessary for a three-flat test, when it is rotated. This
may be difficult to accomplish with large flats. For the set
of flats for the XCALIBIR interferometer, we developed
the mounts shown in Fig. 8. The flats are bonded to an
aluminum collar with a silicone elastomer adhesive. The
adhesive was injected through 12 holes in the hoop into the
1-mm-wide gap between flat and metal collar to form cir-
cular pads, which are approximately 30 mm in diameter.
The metal collar has a groove for three V bearings, which
hold the flat. The flats can be rotated using small electric
motors like the one that is visible on the bottom right of
Fig. 8 on the frame that holds the bearings. When a mea-
surement for a three-flat test is made, the flats must first be
centered in a reproducible fashion and rotated to a known
orientation. This is achieved with the aid of six fiducial
markings located on a circle with 300-mm diameter, which
has its center on the axis of rotation. Each of the three flats
has the same set of six fiducial marks. The fiducials can
also be used to rotate one flat by 60 deg relative to another
while maintaining a common center. This was used to
implement the six-position tests described below.

Prior to calibration measurements, it is necessary to
characterize the lateral distortion of the interferometer’s im-
aging system. For the flat test configuration of XCALIBIR,
the distortion was characterized by placing a mask with a
square grid of holes in front of the test flat. The mask is

Fig. 8 Solid model of a rotatable flat mount for a 325-mm flat for the
XCALIBIR interferometer at NIST. A drive wheel on a small electrical
motor is used to rotate the flat. It can be seen in the bottom right of
the picture.
shown in Fig. 9. The holes have a 2-mm diameter and a

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�1
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0-mm spacing in the horizontal and vertical directions.
his square pattern of holes was imaged on the detector by

he interferometer, and the distances of the hole images on
he detector in the vertical and horizontal direction were
etermined. Each hole creates an image, which is a few
ixels in diameter. The intensity centroid of these pixels
as used as an estimate of the hole image position. The

esulting distribution of horizontal and vertical distances, in
etector pixels, is shown in Fig. 10. The mean distance
etween hole images, , is 60.06 pixels, which corresponds
o a spatial resolution of the interferometer of
33 m/pixel. The standard deviation of the distribution,
, is 0.27 pixels, which is well below one pixel. The dis-

ig. 9 Mask with a 20-mm square grid of holes of 2-mm diameter,
hich is imaged onto the detector.

ig. 10 Histogram of numbers of vertical and horizontal distances
etween hole images on the detector, in pixels. The bin width is 0.14

ixels.

ptical Engineering 093601-1
tribution is slightly skewed towards shorter distances with
skewness �=−0.3, which is likely caused by a slight short-
ening of the hole image distances at the edge of the field of
view. The magnitude of the distortion is so low that it could
be neglected for the measurements described in this paper.

Several three-flat tests of NIST’s 325-mm flats were
made with the XCALIBIR interferometer to compare with
the tests described in Sec. 2. Results of a three-flat test,
with six-position averaging of flat A, are shown in Fig. 11.
Solutions based on mirror symmetry and rotational symme-
try are shown, along with their differences. Figure 12 com-
pares the solutions for flat A in more detail. The solutions
shown are based on mirror �Ax� and rotation �Ar� symme-
tries �Eqs. �19� and �27��. The subscript np indicates that
six-position averaging was used to determine �A, and the
subscript rd indicates that rotational differencing was used.
In the latter case, flat A was rotated by 3.14, 11.91, and
40.93 deg. The first column of images in Fig. 12 shows
solutions for NIST flat A based on mirror symmetry; the
second column shows the corresponding solutions based on
rotational symmetry. The difference of these solutions,
which is the mounting-induced deformation of NIST flat A,
is shown in the third column. In the map at the top of the
third column, the flatness error of flat A was measured us-
ing a six-position average. The residual error with 12-fold
symmetry near the edge of the flat is caused by the 12
mounting pads of the flat. These cause a flatness error with
12-fold symmetry, which is not averaged out by the six-
position average. This error is not present in the map at the
bottom of the third column because it was calculated using
rotational differencing. The mounting-induced deformation

Fig. 11 Surface flatness errors of three 325-mm flats. The clear
aperture of 300 mm is shown. The rotationally variant component of
flat A was measured with a six-position averaging test. Test solu-
tions based on mirror symmetry �Ax, Bx, Cx� and rotational symmetry
�Ar, Br, Cr� are shown. The bottom row shows the difference be-
tween the two types of solution.
is largest at the points where the aluminum collar around

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�2
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he flat rests on the two V bearings, and an increase in the
eformation is also observed near the V bearing at the top
f the metal collar �see Fig. 8�. The magnitude of the
ounting-induced deformation is approximately 5 nm peak

o valley.

Repeatability
ew analyses of measurement repeatability or uncertainty
f three-flat tests have been described in the literature.19,20

e show that the simple form of the three-flat test solutions
19� and �27� facilitates the calculation of uncertainties for
he flat test solutions. The four measurements

1�x ,y� , . . . ,W4�x ,y� of the three-flat test sequence �BA,
AR, CA, CB� in Fig. 2 have uncertainties
W1�x ,y� , . . . ,�W4�x ,y�, which, like the measurements

i�x ,y�, are functions of two variables and describe the
easurement uncertainty at each point, or pixel, of the
easurements. The three-flat test solutions �13�, �27�, and

19�, are linear equations of the form

k�x,y� = �
m

CkmSm�x,y� , �56�

here Sm are the symmetry components of the wavefront
easurements, Ckm constitute a matrix, and Wk are the flat

est solutions. When uncorrelated pixels are assumed, for-
ulas for the propagation of uncertainty21,22 can be applied

Fig. 12 Surface flatness error of 325-mm flat A.
with subscript rd used the rotational differen
profiles12 to determine ΩA �see Sec. 2.3�. The t
of NIST flat A, which amounts to about 5 nm pe
o Eq. �56� to calculate the variances of the test solutions

ptical Engineering 093601-1
from the variances of the symmetry components of the
wavefront measurements:

��Wk�x,y��2 = �
m

Ckm
2 ��Sm�x,y��2. �57�

As an example, we derive approximate expressions for
the variances of the three-flat test solutions based on mirror
symmetry, which directly link the variances of the solutions
to the variances of the wavefront measurements. First, the
uncertainties of the symmetry components of the measure-
ments must be determined. The measurements Wi�x ,y� are
separated into x-even and x-odd components We�x ,y� and
Wo�x ,y� according to Eq. �16�. It is assumed that the un-
certainties at each point of Wi�x ,y� are uncorrelated and
that �Wi
�Wi

x. The uncertainties of the x-even and x-odd
components can then be calculated:

�Wi
e�x,y� = �Wi

o�x,y� =
1
�2

�Wi�x,y�, i = 1, . . . ,4. �58�

When the error propagation formula is applied to Eq. �19�
to calculate the variances �WA

2 , �WB
2 , and �WC

2 for the three-

ear aperture of 300 mm is shown. The solutions
ethod with Fourier representation of circular
lumn shows the mounting-induced deformation
valley.
The cl
cing m
hird co
flat test solutions, the following equation results:

September 2007/Vol. 46�9�3
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��WA�x,y��2

��WB�x,y��2

��WC�x,y��2� =
1

8�5 4 1 1

1 4 1 1

5 5 5 4
��

��W1�x,y��2

��W2�x,y��2

��W3�x,y��2

��W4�x,y��2
� , �59�

hich relates the variances of the test solutions to the vari-
nces of the initial measurements and allows the uncertain-
ies of the flat test solutions to be calculated from the mea-
urement uncertainties.

Different methods for solving the three-flat problem lead
o different uncertainties for the flat test solutions. This can
e seen when wavefront variances are calculated for the
lternative test solution in Eq. �22�, which yields the fol-
owing result for the variances of the test solutions:

��WA�x,y��2

��WB�x,y��2

��WC�x,y��2� =
1

72�25 36 13 13

9 36 9 9

13 36 13 25
��

��W1�x,y��2

��W2�x,y��2

��W3�x,y��2

��W4�x,y��2
� .

�60�

or identical measurement variances �W1 , . . . ,�W4, the al-
ernative solutions in Eq. �22� have slightly lower variances
han the solution Eq. �19�. In both cases, the solutions for
at B have the lowest variance. This is not generally the
ase, and a test solution based on mirror symmetry is
nown for which flat A has the lowest variance.18 Overall,
he lowest variances for test solutions are achieved in tests
n which all three flats are rotated.18

We illustrate Eq. �59� by calculating the uncertainty for
he flat test solutions shown in Fig. 11. The measurements

1 , . . . ,W4 in Fig. 2 were each repeated 20 times. The mea-
urements of W2 were made with six-position averaging. At
ach of the pixels of the measurements, the standard devia-
ions �Wi�x ,y� of the combined wavefront measurements
ere calculated. The resulting maps are shown in the first

wo rows of Fig. 13. The wavefront W2 was calculated
sing both six-position averaging �Eq. �41�� and rotational
ifferencing �Eq. �33��. At the center, all maps have a small
rea with increased uncertainty, which is caused by a small
ot spot of the interferometer. The other areas with in-
reased uncertainty are either small circular shapes that are
aused by screw heads, which have a higher reflectivity
han the surrounding black anodized metal parts, or by
ieces of adhesive tape on the mount. The wavy variations,
specially in �W1, can be traced to vibration of the mounts
uring the measurements. The measurements also show
hat the assumption �Wi=�Wi

x, which was made in the deri-
ation of Eq. �59�, is justified. The standard deviations in
W2�np� are lower than in the other maps because of the
ixfold averaging of the dominant rotation-invariant com-
onent of the rotated flat A. Using Eq.�59�, the standard
eviation maps for the three-flat solution wavefronts were
alculated. The third row of Fig. 13 shows the uncertainty
or the three-flat test solutions that were obtained with six-
osition averaging. The bottom row shows the uncertainty
f the same test solutions obtained with rotational differ-
ncing using the three rotation angles 3.14, 11.91, and

0.93 deg.
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It is often desirable to quantify the measurement uncer-
tainty with a single number instead of an uncertainty map.
Table 1 lists often used metrics for the data variation in a
map, the mean of all pixels, the root mean square �rms�,

Fig. 13 Standard deviation for each pixel of 20 wavefront flatness
measurements W1 , . . . ,W4 and standard deviation maps of three-
flat test solution wavefronts based on mirror symmetry for NIST flats
A, B, and C using six-position averaging �third row� and rotational
differencing �bottom row�. Equation �59� was used to calculate the
standard deviation maps for the test solutions.

Table 1 Mean, rms, and peak �with 0.1% of extreme values re-
moved� of the standard deviation maps for the wavefront flatness
error of NIST flats A, B, and C shown in Fig. 13. The standard
deviations for the flat surfaces are calculated by dividing all numbers
by two �Eq. �2��.

Six-position averaging Rotational differencing

Map
Mean
�nm�

Rms
�nm�

Peak �99.9%�
�nm�

Mean
�nm�

Rms
�nm�

Peak �99.9%�
�nm�

�W1 0.28 0.30 0.53 0.28 0.30 0.53

�W2 0.11 0.12 0.27 0.31 0.32 0.57

�W3 0.20 0.22 0.43 0.20 0.22 0.43

�W4 0.42 0.45 1.11 0.42 0.45 1.11

�WA 0.29 0.31 0.55 0.35 0.37 0.66

�WB 0.21 0.22 0.45 0.29 0.30 0.59

�WC 0.33 0.30 0.60 0.40 0.41 0.72
September 2007/Vol. 46�9�4
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nd the peak, for the standard deviation maps in Fig. 13. In
he calculation of the peak numbers, 0.1% of the pixels
ith the largest uncertainty were considered outliers and
ere not included.

Conclusion
n any measurement it is desirable to be limited only by
easurement repeatability. We have shown that in three-flat

ests of large flats, deformations of the flats due to the sup-
ort mechanism can give rise to measurement errors, which
an be much larger than the repeatability. For example, in
he case of our flats at NIST with 325-mm diameter, we
ound that the mounting-induced deformation of the flats is
bout 5 nm �peak to valley�, which is approximately 10
imes larger than the expanded �k=2� repeatability of our
easurements. Correct treatment of mounting-induced de-

ormations is necessary for three-flat tests with uncertain-
ies at the nanometer level, especially for large flats. We
how that the effect of deformations can be determined in
he flat test when the mechanical support of the flats im-
arts a purely x-even deformation. For the practitioner of
hree-flat testing it is useful to know that flat test solutions
ased on mirror symmetry18 always contain the deforma-
ion, whereas solutions based on rotational symmetry may
ot. The difference between the two types of solutions can
e used to determine the deformation as long as the defor-
ations of the flats are identical.
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